Statement, Terms & Conditions
By registering on www.lifetimeaward.live or
www.lifetimeaward.org you agree with this Statement and
Terms&Conditions.
Heroes are not born, they are made. Now, scientists are the heroes to solve the World’s main problem: the COVID
pandemic.
HEALTHTRUST is а non-commercial expert group, with strong commitment to organize a first rating agency for
verifying new COVID and 4P medicine (preventive, personalized, precise, and predictive) and biotech technologies in
order to provide investment to life extension experts and organizations.
HEALTHTRUST is a platform to select the most promising cutting edge technologies in the field of longevity, biotech
and 4P Medicine, and an expert panel to choose the companies to be funded by HEALTHTRUST.
We believe that in addition to efforts to combat lethal diseases, it is necessary to study the deeper causes behind the
rapid deterioration of health with age.
HEALTHTRUST provides this policy primarily in support of the mission of the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award
Event.

HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Ambassadors
Ambassadors are the bloggers supporting COVID scientist candidature for
HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award for COVID technologies
Bloggers are invited to promote the Life Time Award. Life Time Award is backed
by sanatoriums’ services and cruise services, according to present statements on the
site

Invited influencers must publicly accept the mission of the HEALTHTRUST
project: Producing COVID rating as an consensus

of international

interdisciplinary experts, in order to help make mass adoption of new COVID/

digital health technologies, by private and intergovernmental organization and
advocacy groups.

HEALTHTRUST Ambassadors Selection
1) Blogger agrees to register his interest for a candidate to the Ambassador of the
HealthTrust, on the website (www.lifetimeaward.org), by accepting the present
Terms and Conditions, in the process of registration.
2) Bloggers are to pick up technologies from Lifetime Award site and promote on
their social media channels
3) During 100 days, starting from June 5, the HEALTHTRUST Board will choose a
post per day (except weekends) with the highest number of likes (votes). Author of
this post will be eligible for a prize: a ticket to the Cruise of Hope, where they will
promote the candidate for Lifetime Award
4) If the number of likes indicated by a blogger is lower than the number received
by the blogger according to UpViral system, the blogger is disqualified.
5) Ambassador

commits to promote the Rating of COVID technologies..The

Ambassador will make Zoom interviews with nominees and will post on their blog
the interview with LifeTime Awards nominees.
Users, who register by providing a mobile phone, will have the opportunity of
winning one of 50 cruise cabins. In the Lifetime Award cruise, starting from August
21, 2021. Condition: user has to share Lifetime Award announcement at least twice
before the August 15 (when 50 winners will be announced), in two of his/her social
media accounts, with an active link to this site.

6) Users will have another chance to get free cruise with top COVID experts. For
this, user has to register on www.healthclub.world

Lifetime Award timing and rules
1) The LTA Committee of 5 members accepts LTA candidates, nominated by
members of LTA Scientific Panel, from June 5 till August 5
2) The voting for LTA finalists will take place during 5 days of Semi-Final voting
The LTA Semi-Final event will take place on Cruise of Hope. The itinerary and
timing may change in the case of cruises prohibition
3) The 10 LTA finalists will be invited to Lifetime Award Final eventFinal Public
voting will take place on December 21. 2021, during the Final event.
4) Winners of Lifetime Award.
Authors of 5 technologies, who get the majority of public votes durinhg the Final
voting, will be awarded lifetime access to cruises or to resorts from Telewellness
Catalogue, 14 days per year, with one relative. Formula in the case of there being
more than one author of winning technology: 7 days per year for each of them.

HEALTHTRUST Ambassadors Rewards
If the Ambassador’s candidate wins, The Ambassador is awarded with a similar
prize as his/her Lifetime Award winner: 7 days in resort or cruise, with one guest.
Each winning Ambassador will get a contract with HEALTHTRUST entities, to get
20% of his referrals Healthclub.world membership payments. Ambassador is

supposed to promote Healthclub to followers and is supposed to reach their
commitment to become Healthclub members.

Invited influencers must publicly accept the mission of the HEALTHTRUST
project: Mass adoption of new COVID/ digital health technologies, to make private
and intergovernmental organization more able to adopt COVID rating of healthspan
technologies

LIFETIME AWARD TERMS &
CONDITIONS
This document governs process of Lifetime Award voting, as well as incentive
program by General Partners, Telewellness UK and Healthcare Germany:
50 users of LifetimeAward.org will get free cruise during LTA Final Event, and
others gets the chance to get free cruise if they follow recommendations of
Healthclub.world product “Invite 2 friends to be members and get free cruise
for all 3 in your social group if not contracted COVID during 6 months”
If you wish to attend Lifetime Award Final Event or Cruises with COVID experts,
please note the following:
In order to attend you must have not only completed the registration process on site
but also share the received confirmation invitation to our program with 3 friends.
HEALTHTRUST will not share any of your personal information with third parties;
we reserve the right to inform you about our program with COVID experts.

By registering to attend LTA event, you agree to receive periodic email updates
regarding event details, reminders and changes to the program with COVID experts,
as well as periodic email information about other similar activities.
By registering to attend as an culture Ambassador, you agree to receive a text alert
to your mobile phone (first) to update you regarding registering for preferences
closer to the event, and (second) to remind you about our programs with COVID
experts.
HEALTHTRUST retains the right to ask attendees to leave for health-related
reasons and at any time during the Lifetime Award program and Cruises with
COVID experts.
By registering to attend the Lifetime Award as an culture Ambassador, you
understand that all costs incurred to attend the event are your responsibility.
The HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award, or parts of it, will be broadcast in different
ways and on different media, and by attending HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award in
person you may be captured on camera and/or film. If you do not want to be captured
on camera and/or film, you cannot attend the Lifetime Award Final event.
Further, HEALTHTRUST has the right, but not the obligation, to edit any film or
recording from the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award.
HEALTHTRUST . shall not be held responsible for any loss or damage arising from
any change in the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award, its program, the date or the
involvement of particular speakers or delegates, or from the cancellation of the
HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award for whatever reason.
Content tights.
To use or translate a presentation materials, permission must be granted by
HEALTHTRUST ..
If permission is granted, “© HEALTHTRUST .” must be stated, the text correctly
quoted and the author(s) identified.
Rules of Conduct.
HealthTrust Lifetime Award will be hosted each month.

The value of the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award will be determined by the level
of impact that the awardees have made for the scientific and cultural progress. The
level of impact will be determined by the founders of the HealthTrust ., based on the
extent of people that the awardees influenced. While for movie and sports stars, this
extent is measured by the number of their fans in social media, in case of scientists
it can be measured by the number of people using the technologies they invented, or
influenced by the theories and studies they created.
The prize in HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award is a voucher to obtain resort or cruise
services, listed in the HEALTHTRUST catalogue, 7 days each year, with one guest.
Even though the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award is expressed in US dollars, it
cannot be redeemed into currency or used by people other than the awardee.
The awardee commits to becoming an Ambassador of the HEALTHTRUST, and to
popularize longevity technology.
The award procedure and provision of services to the awardee will be broadcast
according to the decision of the organizers.

Acceptance of terms and conditions
By accessing this web site, you accept without limitation or qualification these Terms and Conditions of Use.
HEALTHTRUST . may revise these Terms and Conditions of Use at any time, which revisions shall be binding on
you.
If you just want to visit the Site in order to read, educate yourself, please go ahead! If you do not wish to be bound by
these Terms and Conditions of Use, please exit the Site now and refrain from further use.

Trademarks
The names, titles, building images, trademarks, service marks and logos that appear on the Site are registered and
unregistered marks of the Longevity HEALTHTRUST ., including but not limited to HEALTHTRUST .®, Longevity
Impact Foundation® design mark, HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award®, (collectively, the "HEALTHTRUST .
trademarks"). HEALTHTRUST . is most restrictive in permitting use of these trademarks, and you may not use
HEALTHTRUST . trademarks without prior written permission from HEALTHTRUST ..
The trademarks of third parties may also appear on the Site from time to time; you may not use these trademarks
without prior written permission of their respective owners. You acknowledge and agree that nothing on the Site
grants, expressly or implicitly, any right or license to use any of HEALTHTRUST . trademarks or may be construed to
mean that HEALTHTRUST . has authority to grant any right or license on behalf of any third party trademark owner.

HEALTHTRUST . assumes no responsibility for ascertaining whether such rights are valid or for securing such rights
on your behalf. Beyond the credit lines that may be listed on the Site, HEALTHTRUST . does not provide addresses,
phone numbers, or other contact information for third party rights holders.

Copyrights
Everything, including but not limited to the articles, texts, photographs, images, data, files, audio and video clips,
illustrations, designs, documentation in whole or in part (the "Content") which appears on the Site is either proprietary
to HEALTHTRUST . or used in accordance with applicable law or third party consents.
You may not reproduce, distribute, display, transmit, modify, perform, adapt, generate derivative works or otherwise
use the Content without prior written permission – if not expressly stated elsewhere in these Terms and Conditions of
Use.
The following listed copyright protected material: photos of the nominees, photo of the Ambassadors, photo of the
celebrities, photo of the organizers, other photos, the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award, speeches and biographies – of
which HEALTHTRUST . is the proprietor.

Photos or images of HEALTHTRUST
Lifetime Award Events
Permission to use an image or photo of a HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Event is only granted if the image is going
to be used as an illustration for an editorial text about HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Events, Longevity Impact
Foundation, HEALTHTRUST ..
An image of HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Events may, however, not be used on the cover of books, booklets or
other printed matter, on posters, in exhibitions etc, nor for publicity or commercial purposes.
If permission is granted, "®© HEALTHTRUST ." must be indicated.

Other photos
For uses of other photos, permission from HEALTHTRUST ., and in certain cases from the photographer, is required.
If permission is granted "© HEALTHTRUST ." and the photographer must be indicated.

HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award
Certificate Program
The star celebrities, scientists and Ambassadors of the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Certificate Program are
selected by HEALTHTRUST .. The star celebrities, scientists and Ambassadors of the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime
Award Certificate Program are allowed to use service marks and logos of HEALTHTRUST .®, Longevity Impact
Foundation® design mark, HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award® in order to create their own content on their social
network channels.

They have granted HEALTHTRUST . the rights to these materials.

HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Events,
speeches and biographies
To use or translate a presentation speech, a banquet speech or a biography, permission must be granted by the
HEALTHTRUST ..
If permission is granted, "© HEALTHTRUST ." and relevant year must be stated, the text correctly quoted and the
author identified as the sole author of the text.

Requesting permission from the
HEALTHTRUST .
To apply for permission to use any of the material listed above, please contact HEALTHTRUST . or write to:
HEALTHTRUST ., Neuhofstrasse 5A 6340 Baar / Zug Switzerland, +41 41 769 30 30, info@HealthTrust..

HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award posters
The copyrights for the HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award Posters belong to HealthTrust ..

Other copyright protected work
You may not reproduce, distribute, display, transmit, modify, perform, adapt, generate derivative works or otherwise
use other parts of the Content without the prior, written permission of HEALTHTRUST . unless your use qualifies as:
1.

Legislative exemption,

2.

Press releases all of which are further described below.

Legal exemptions
HEALTHTRUST . does not object to your reproduction, distribution, display, transmission, performance, and use of
the Content if done in accordance with the Switzerland Copyright Act (Federal Act of October 9, 1992, on Copyright
and Related Rights) or other applicable limitations and exemptions laid forth in the Switzerland Copyright Act and
related laws.
Unless otherwise noted on the Site, HEALTHTRUST . requires not express permission for use that falls within a
legislative exemption, but two conditions apply:
1.

No modifications may be made as to the integrity or attribution of the Content and

2.

All copies of the Content must bear accurate identifying information, including proprietary
information, credit lines, copyright (©), including relevant year when appropriate, and trademark (® or
TM)

notices, and a citation of the Site: http://www.HealthTrust..

Press releases
Except where noted otherwise, press releases that appear on this Site may be downloaded, reproduced and
published (and in the case of text-based materials, translated) by members of the press.
You are not allowed to use the HEALTHTRUST . trademarks when publishing or using press releases.

Requesting permission from
HEALTHTRUST .
If your proposed use of the Site Content does not meet the conditions stated above, you must request and obtain
express permission in writing from HEALTHTRUST .. Please be advised that HEALTHTRUST . is selective in
granting such permission.

To apply for permission, please send an email or write to: HEALTHTRUST ., HEALTHTRUST Capital AG,
Neuhofstrasse 5A 6340 Baar / Zug Switzerland, +41 41 769 30 30, info@HealthTrust..

Commercial use
Commercial Use of the HEALTHTRUST . trademarks and other Site Content is expressly prohibited. You must
therefore request and obtain express permission in writing from HEALTHTRUST .. Please be advised that the
HEALTHTRUST . are selective in granting such permission.

Reservation of rights
All rights not expressly granted by HEALTHTRUST . herein are specifically and completely reserved. Nothing on the
Site or in these Terms and Conditions of Use grants, expressly or implicitly, any right or license to use any Content or
property of any third party, or may be construed to mean that HEALTHTRUST . has authority to grant any right or
license on behalf of any third party.

Integrity
HEALTHTRUST . believes that the context in which HEALTHTRUST . presents material is important to
understanding it, and HEALTHTRUST . will improve, modify, enhance and expand the Site on a continuous basis.
Thus, while HEALTHTRUST . recognizes that the digital nature of the Site may allow you to use subsets of this
material, HEALTHTRUST . urges you to consider the complete context for maximum appreciation and accuracy.

Links to this site
HEALTHTRUST appreciates the interest of others in linking to this Site.
If you arrive at HEALTHTRUST Site from a third party link, please note that a link to this Site does not imply a
relationship with, or endorsement of, the third party site or its content, purpose, policies or business practices.
HEALTHTRUST appreciates being informed of such links.
If you are interested in providing a link from your site to this Site, please note the following rules:
1.

You may use the name "HEALTHTRUST COVID rating" or “HEALTHTRUST Lifetime Award” with
the link;

2.

You may not use the www.HealthTrust logo or any other HEALTHTRUST related logo or image
without the express written permission of HEALTHTRUST. These are reserved for entities that are
professionally associated or affiliated with us;

3.

You are not allowed to include Content from this site into other websites using frames or similar
techniques, or by using page elements from www. lifetimeaward.world

4.

You are allowed to link to complete the content of HealthTrust and display the Content out of its
context.

5.

You are allowed to insert iFrame widgets to spread Content of HEALTHTRUST providing these
iFrame widgets as a convenience for you, but is not responsible for the content on the referring Site
or Application.

Links from this site
In using the Site, you may find that HEALTHTRUST . provides links to one or more third party web sites (the "Linked
Site[s]"). HEALTHTRUST . provides these links as a convenience for you and other users, but is not responsible for
the content or links of the linked Site(s). In most instances, such links represent cooperative projects or endeavors
established with HEALTHTRUST .'s business affiliates, allies, sponsors, licensees, artists, organizations and/or other
persons who have a significant connection to HEALTHTRUST .'s mission and programs. Although HEALTHTRUST .
expects such links to be reputable, relevant and reliable, HEALTHTRUST . does not actively monitor or control the
content or links of the Linked Sites, which may continuously change.
HEALTHTRUST . encourages you to read the terms and conditions and similar policies of the respective Linked
Sites, should you choose to visit them. A link from this Site does not imply a relationship with, or endorsement of, the
Linked Site(s) or its/their content, purpose, policies, or business practices.

Submissions
Any communication or material you post, transmit, or distribute to the Site by electronic mail or otherwise, including
any data or other content, questions, comments, suggestions, or similar, is and will be treated as, non-confidential
and non- proprietary. HEALTHTRUST . or its affiliates may use anything you transmit or post for any purpose,
including but not limited to reproduction, disclosure (to law enforcement entities or others), transmission, publication,
broadcast, and posting. Furthermore, HEALTHTRUST . is free to use any ideas, concepts, know-how or techniques

contained in any communication you send to the Site for any purpose whatsoever including but not limited to
developing, manufacturing and marketing products using such information.

Warranty and indemnification
By using this Site in any manner, you represent and warrant that your use will be consistent with the Terms and
Conditions. You agree to indemnify, defend and hold HEALTHTRUST . harmless from all claims, causes, costs,
expenses, fees (including reasonable attorneys' fees), judgments, liabilities, losses and damages arising from or
relating to your use of the Site.

Disclaimer of warranties
HEALTHTRUST . provides the Site on an "AS IS" basis. Your use of the Site and its Content is at your own risk.
HEALTHTRUST . disclaims all warranties of any kind, whether express or implied, including but not limited to the
implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, copyright ownership and/or non-infringement of
copyrights or other third party proprietary rights. HEALTHTRUST . does not warrant that the Site will provide
continuous, prompt, secure or error-free service.
HEALTHTRUST . makes reasonable, ongoing efforts to revise and update the Site but assumes no liability for any
errors or omissions, including inaccuracy of Content, or for any damages or losses that you or any third party may
incur as a result of the unavailability of the Site. HEALTHTRUST . assumes no responsibility, and shall not be liable
for, any damages to or viruses that may affect your computer equipment or other property arising from your use of the
Site, including but not limited to the reproduction of the Content.

Limitation of liability
Neither HEALTHTRUST ., its affiliates, trustees, directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability for
any damages, including without limitation any direct, indirect, incidental, compensatory, punitive, special or
consequential damages (even if HEALTHTRUST . has been advised of the possibility of such damages) arising from
or related to your use of the Site and/or its Content.

Choice of law
These Terms and Conditions of Use and any counterparts, amendments or revisions thereto shall be governed and
construed in accordance with Republic of Moldova Law without regard to principles of conflicts of laws. Any case,
controversy, suit, action or proceeding arising out of, in connection with or related to this agreement shall be brought
in the District Court, and you hereby waive any objection that you may have to personal jurisdiction in this court.

